Fonteverde listed among the “top 10 international destination spas” in Travel + Leisure’s
‘World’s Best Awards’ 2017
It is with great honour that we announce Fonteverde was voted fifth
in the list of ‘Top 10 International Destination Spas’ in Travel +
Leisure’s‘WORLD’S BEST AWARDS’ 2017. We would like to extend our
deepest thanks to all Fonteverde guests who voted for our hotsprings resort in this coveted award! Every year, US magazine Travel
+ Leisure asks their readers to scour the entire planet to find the finest
hotels and greatest getaways as a part of their annual ‘World’s Best Awards.’ Entries come from all corners
of the globe and include top hotels, resorts, cities, islands, cruise ships, spas, airlines, and more. The awards
provide a comprehensive list of the world’s must-visit places in 2017, naming Fonteverde among those not
to be missed!
Destinations were ranked by T + L readers based on accommodations and facilities, treatments, service,
food, and overall value. With our renowned reputation as a leader in the thermal spa industry, it is no wonder
that Fonteverde was awarded an incredible 93.88 out of 100.
Fonteverde is a beautiful former residence of the Medici family, one of the most famous and wealthy families
in Italy. The exclusive resort, a member of Leading Hotels of The World and part of Italian Hospitality
Collection, was built in the 17th century by the Grand Duke Ferdinando I de' Medici. Fonteverde features 78
elegant and refined guest rooms set in a picturesque rural setting, with seven healing pools and a 5,000
square metre spa offering more than 100 treatments, from Oriental disciplines and massophysiotherapies
to aesthetic treatments, fitness and diet programmes.

Nightly rates at Fonteverde start from €308 (£274*) per night for two in a Queen room on weekdays on a
B&B basis. Rates also include wi-fi, access to spa and fitness facilities. To book visit www.fonteverdespa.com.
*Price in pound sterling accurate according to today’s exchange rate.
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For further press information please contact one of the team at Grifco PR on 020 7751 8010 or email Flora
Beaumont flora@grifcopr.com, Marielle Ruiz marielle@grifcopr.com or Laura Mee laura@grifcopr.com

About Italian Hospitality Collection:
Italian Hospitality Collection is a world-class hotel, resort and spa brand that provides rich, authentic
experiences for avid travellers who seek to feel loved, cherished and indulged in a genuine Italian lifestyle.
Created in December 2014, Italian Hospitality Collection aims to be ambassador of the Italian culture, art
and nature, with its collection of exclusive hotels in landscapes of excellence: Chia Laguna in Sardinia, with
its unique crystal-clear waters and Fonteverde, Bagni di Pisa and Grotta Giusti in Tuscany, the country of
thermal spas, history and unique wine routes.
Website: www.italianhospitalitycollection.com

